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The Christian biblical story of Noah’s Ark and the Great Flood
is a familiar one. It appears in the biblical book of Genesis flood
narrative (Genesis chapters 6–9) as the vessel in which God
spares Noah, his family, and a remnant of all the world's
animals from a world-engulfing flood. The flood myth is
common to many cultures around the world, and the Christian
biblical version appears to have its primary source in the
Mesopotamian myth of Utnapishtim in the Epic of Gilgamesh.
The earliest known written flood myth is a Sumerian flood
myth found in the Deluge Tablet in which the hero is named
Ziusudra. The story in Genesis is repeated, with variations, in
the Quran, where the ark appears as Safina Nūḥ (Arabic: سفينة
نوح “Noah's boat”).
Noah’s instructions for the ark are described in Genesis
6:14–16. It is to be 300 cubits long, 50 cubits wide, and 30 cubits
high, with three internal divisions (which are not actually
called “decks”, although presumably this is what is intended),
a door in the side, and a tsohar, which may be either a roof or a
skylight. It is to be made of gofer wood, a word which appears
nowhere else in the Bible, and divided into qinnim, a word
which always refers to birds’ nests elsewhere in the Bible,
leading some scholars to emend this to qanim, reeds. The
finished vessel is to be smeared with koper: in Hebrew the two words are closely related,
bakarta (smeared) ... bakopper. Modern estimates of the dimensions of the ark render it as
510 feet long, 85 feet wide and 51 feet high.
Searches for Noah’s Ark have been made from at least the time of Eusebius (c.
275–339 A.D./CE), and believers in the myth continue to search for it in modern times.
Many searches have been mounted for the ark, but no confirmable physical proof of the
ark has ever been found. Various locations for the ark have been suggested but have
never been confirmed. Search sites have included the Durupınar site, a site on Mount
Tendürek in eastern Turkey and Mount Ararat, but geological investigation of possible
remains of the ark has only shown natural sedimentary formations.
Early Christian artists often depicted Noah standing in a small box on the waves,
symbolizing God saving the Christian Church in its turbulent early years. During the
European medieval period (400-1400), map-makers represented the world in both Time
and Space, meaning that significant events in time (mostly religious) were integrated
with the geographical space represented on the map. Past historical events such as the
Garden of Eden, the Tower of Babel, Noah’s Ark, Gog and Magog, and the distribution of the
Apostles were often graphically represented on the maps of medieval Europe. The
sacred city of Jerusalem was often placed at the center of the known world and the maps
were oriented with East at the top.
I have been able to identify Noah’s Ark on 15 European medieval maps. Below
are some examples. Most of the maps placed Noah’s Ark in modern-day Turkey on the
twin peaks of Mount Ararat.
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15th century Noahic T-O world map from Jean Mansel’s La fleur des histiores, 30 x 22 cm with
The Ark on top of Mt Ararat and Noah’s sons Japhet, Shem and Ham (#205K)
Bibliotheque Royale Albert Ier, Brussels, MS. 9231, fol. 281v
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Isidore mappamundi, ca. 1130, 26 cm diameter (#205DD)
Bayerische Staatsbibliotek, Munich, Clm 10058, f. 154v (#205)
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The house-like structure
shown here bears the
inscription Archa Noe or
Noah’s Ark - sitting on the
twin peaks of Mount Ararat
Noah’s Ark appears in Asia
(upper left) of this Isidore
mappamundi from 1130,
just below the river Araxis.
See monograph #205, page 57
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Jerome's map of Asia, a.k.a. the Tournai Map of Asia,
British Library Additional MS Add. 10049, f. 64r

Detail: Arca Noe
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T-O mappamundi in the Peterborough Computus, ca. 1120
British Library, Harley MS 3667, fol. 8v see #205, p. 15
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The St John’s map, a Byzantine-Oxford T-O map, 1110, 17 cm diameter (#205BB)
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The Cottoniana or Anglo-Saxon Map, c. 995, 21.2 x 17.6 cm,
British Library, Cotton MS Tiberius BV, f.56v (see monograph #210)
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Noah’s Ark on the top of the twin peaks of Mount Ararat
Biblical content is substantial, including territorial boundaries and names for nine of the
twelve tribes of Israel, Noah’s ark, Mt. Sinai, the passage through the Red Sea, the lands
of the Philistines, Amonites and Moabites, Mt. Pisgah (here Fasgah), Galilee, Bethlehem
and Jerusalem. It is sometimes claimed that the association of Armenia with Mount
Ararat and Noah’s Ark appeared on maps only after the First Crusade. In this map,
which was made in ca. 995, some 100 years before the First Crusade, Mont Ararat and
Noah’s Ark are shown, firmly placed in the territory of Armenia.
In the map mountains are shown green; red is used for the Persian Gulf and the
Red Sea, as well as the Nile and some other rivers. At the top left, behind the Lion we
see the Taurus Montes, where the Tigris and Euphrates have their sources. Below the
range is the legend Montes Armenia, which describes the twin Peaks of Mount Ararat;
here shown sideways, with the three-storey Arca Noe [Noah’s Ark] perched on top.
Below the Ark the legend Armenia can be seen, although somewhat masked by the print
bleeding through. These shapes are reminiscent of Orosian maps. Further down we see a
second range of mountains also named Taurus, the continuation of the remaining section
of the same range, continued with a break. Armenia’s neighboring provinces are Hyberia
and Mesopotamia. To the left of the Ark, the intricately shaped bay with two islands is the
Caspian Sea. Nearby is the region of containment of the tribes of Gog and Magog,
situated near the northern ocean.
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Vercelli mappamundi, c. 1200, 84 x 72 cm oriented with East at the top (#220.3)
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Detail of the eastern part of the world on the Vercelli map. The earthly paradise between INDIA
and INDIA MEDIA with the tomb of Thomas below: ARMENIA, Ark of Noah, MEDIA,
PERSIA, ARRABIA with the tomb of Simon and Judas and the Tower of Babel.
Reproduced from Youssouf Kamal.

The Vercelli map reports the apostles Thomas in India, Bartholomew north and Philip
northwest of the Ark of Noah; Simon and Judas south of the Tower of Babel and north
of the Babylonian desert; and John at the western coast of Asia Minor.
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Psalter mappamundi, 1225-1265 A.D., 8.5 cm (3.7 inches) diameter
(oriented with East at the top)
Manuscript on vellum: BL Add. MS 28681 (#223)
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The Psalter (#223) and Ebstorf (#224) maps have a curiously similar treatment of the
Caspian Rampart (otherwise known as Alexander’s Wall, the Hyrcanian Mountains, or
Barrier of the Jews - some scholars believe that this feature is actually the reflection of a
vague or confused reference to the Great Wall of China), shutting in the Gog-Magogs and
other monsters of the North; but the Gates of Alexander are more clearly marked on the
Psalter than anywhere else in this family of maps. As shown below, Noah’s Ark on
Mount Ararat is next to the Caspian Rampart. The two bays that run off northward from
the Erythraean indent of the ocean are somewhat unusual in their position and
conception; one corresponds to the upper part of the Persian Gulf, the other to the sea at
the mouth of the Indus, the Gulf and Runn of Cutch, or perhaps the Gulf of Cambay.
On the Psalter, Jerome, Hereford and Ebstorf maps alike, Africa stretches round very close
to the neighborhood of India; and further similarities may be observed in the unnatural
abridgement of the three major peninsulas of southern Europe: Greek, Spanish and
Italian.

Gog and Magog behind the Caspian Rampart and Noah’s Ark on Mount Ararat
The crescent-shape of the Ark of Noah appears very clearly on a mountain of Armenia,
and a large fish swims in the middle of the Sea of Galilee, perhaps as a reminiscence of
the New Testament history. The Barns of Joseph, close to Babylon and Egypt, show us
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that our artist has heard of the Pyramids. The most famous cities of the ancient world,
and the most famous sites of the Bible, are nearly all represented; while the immense
and symmetrical Jerusalem, in the very middle of the world, forms a perfect center to an
exact circle.

The Ebstorf mappamundi, 1234 (#224)
The Ebstorf mappamundi was engraved on 30 pieces of goatskin, oriented with East at the top.
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Detail: Noah’s Ark on Mount Ararat on the Ebstorf mappamundi, near Alexander’s Wall
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The Hereford mappamundi, 1290 showing Noah;s Ark (see detail below)
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Detail from the Hereford mappamundi Noah's ark is shown where it came to rest in the
mountains of Armenia. Below, beyond the mountains and the city of Malatya (Metima),
is the tigolopes, a semi-human creature with webbed feet, holding what may be a thyrsus,
a staff tipped with a pine-cone ornament and associated with Bacchus.
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Map of the Holy Land, Cambridge, Corpus Christi College Library, MS 26, f. iii v-iv r.

Detail: Noah’s Ark
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Map of the Holy Land with Armenia, ca. 1240–1253, Matthew Paris (British, ca. 1200–1259). Below is
detail of Noah’s Ark, below a drawing of a mountain with two peaks, Paris has written montes Armeniae
altissimi ("the highest mountains of Armenia"). A closer look at this detail suggests that Paris's
representation of Armenia offers a concise depiction of the essential features of Mount Ararat, the highest
peak on the Armenian plateau.
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Vesconte world map, 1320, 35 cm diameter, oriented with East at the top
British Library, Additional MS. 27376*, ff.187v-188/8v-9r (#228)
To the left of the red inscription Asia there is a vertically standing rectangle resting on the
mountain range, bearing the label Archa Noe [Noah’s Ark]. The eastern end of this mountain
range is called Montes Caspii [Caspian Mountains] while towards its western extremity it is
identified as Taurisius or Taurus mountain range.

Archa Noe [Noah’s Ark]
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World Map by Ranulf Higden, a.k.a The Ramsey Abbey map, 1342, 46 x 34 cm, British Library,
Royal MS. 14 C.IX, ff.1v-2. This manuscript has the ownership inscription of John Wardeboys,
who was abbot of Ramsey at the time of its dissolution in 1539. England is to the lower left side,
with a red background. Fourteen cities are represented and identified, including London,
Winchester, Lincoln, Oxford, Worcester, Gloucester, Norwich, Northampton, York, and Exeter.
(#232)

Many of the descriptive labels are excerpted from the text of Higden’s
Polychronicon, indicating that its creator was familiar with Higden’s book, and perhaps
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used this very copy to annotate the map. This copy is thought to be closest to the
original prototype. The oval shape of Higden’s maps and its simplification, the vesica
piscis, is a particular characteristic of his, but not original. The map historian R.A.
Skelton implies that a lost prototype (which may have been a large world map such as
that referred to by Matthew Paris a century earlier) was probably circular and that the
oval shape was an adaptation to the shape of the codex leaf. It is more likely, however,
that the oval shape was derived from the practice described by Hugh of Saint Victor of
drawing maps in the supposed shape of Noah’s Ark (which, by the way, is actually
pictured at center-left on the map displayed above and below).

Detail of Noah in the ark
with a ram, lion, and a stag,
from Ranulf Higden’s
Polychronicon, England, c.
1350, Royal MS 14 C IX, f.
1v

Dan Terkla in his article “Hugh of St Victor (1096–1141) and Anglo-French Cartography”
states that since Hugh insisted that no knowledge was superfluous, we could say that
anything he wrote had theo-graphical significance for his readers. Although a number of
his works contain complementary images, only a handful pertain to the drawing and or
use of maps in teaching: the Chronicon, the De archa Noe (c.1126–1127), the Libellus de
formatione archae (c.1128–1129) and the Descriptio mappe mundi (c.1128). Hugh’s Ark
treatises are exceedingly complex and exemplify his pictorial system of learning,
memorizing and processing scientia. Put simply, they are about drawing or painting an
image of Noah’s Ark—in the Libellus, an ark with embedded mappamundi at its center—
that works on the literal, allegorical, tropological and anagogical levels. No
contemporary images of Hugh’s drawn or painted maps exist.
The De archa Noe comprises four books: in the first, Hugh describes drawing his
multidimensional image of Noah’s Ark; in the second, he explicates the image; in the
third, he digresses to lay out the growth stages of the tree of wisdom, which forms part
of his Ark; and, in the fourth, he uses the image to explain how to build the ark of
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wisdom—the image of sapientia—in the human heart. As in the epigraph to this essay,
the De archa Noe indicates the presence of a mappamundi at St Victor to which Hugh
pointed while teaching. Perhaps they refer to the same map.
Book one of De archa Noe is the most relevant to the history of cartography. There
Hugh explains how the Lamb of God is painted at the image’s center. The Ark
surrounds the Lamb, its bow pointed upward/eastward toward Paradise, stern downward/westward toward the Last Judgement. A mandorla-shaped mappamundi, no doubt
strongly resembling the Munich Isidore, surrounds the Ark and is itself enclosed within
a square representing the harmony that pulls together the four cardinal directions,
humors and ages of humankind. The square is oriented literally, so that its top vertex,
which represents childhood, air and spring, points conventionally toward Paradise, ad
orientem. Two bands encircle the square and contain the winds, the months and the
zodiac. As on the Ebstorf (#224) and Psalter (#223) maps, Christ stands behind the full
image, a seraph at each side. In an allusion to Isaiah 6, his arms reach over the
top/eastern edge, and his feet protrude from behind the lower/western edge, partly
covered by seraphic wings.
The Libellus was written after De archa Noe and contains references to it and,
perhaps, to the Descriptio mappe mundi. Unlike the De archa Noe, in which Hugh writes
about his image as having been drawn, in the Libellus he speaks as if he were drawing
the Ark for (and before) students.

Detail from the Catalan Atlas of 1375 (#235) showing the Caucasus, the Spherical City,
representing the purported birthplace of Ptolemy, the Sea of Galilee and
Noah’s Ark on the twin peaks of Mount Ararat (upper left)
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The eastern portion of the Angelino Dulcert's portotan chart of the Mediterranean Sea which is
one of the earliest surviving dated and signed charts (1339). As in most Catalan charts, in
addition to the details of the coast and the ports, the chart also shows some features and details of
the inland areas.
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The figure above depicts the southeastern corner of the Black Sea, At the center of the rhumb lines
we can read Armenia Maior, which includes two large mountains in green, from where the two
rivers Tigris and Euphrates are fed. Just below this inscription is Mount Ararat, shown sideway,
with Archa de Noe [Noah's Ark] perched on top. The town of Arzengan [Erzinjan] is shown on
the banks of the Rivar Euphrates.
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1413 portolan chart by Mecia de Viladestes (#240.2)

Noah’s Ark is depicted in the Middle East on the 1413 portolan chart of Viladestes
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The Borgia mappamundi, 1410-1458 (#237)
Oriented with South at the top

Noah’s Ark on Mount Ararat
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Andrea Bianco’s world map, 1436, (#241), Nazionale Marciana, Venice, MS It. Z,76, fol. 8
oriented with East at the top, this map shows Noah’s Ark and Paradise with Adam and Eve and
the four sacred rivers that flow from it. The Indian Ocean is open to the east, and is dotted with
islands. Africa extends to form its southern shore and includes kings, dog-headed men and
dragons. All the oceans and seas are colored in green, the Red Sea is colored appropriately and the
surrounding blue band is dotted with stars representing the heavens.
Old Testament stories commemorated here on the Bianco mappamundi are the Garden of
Eden, the fortunes of Noah’s Ark, the punishment of Lot’s wife, the destruction of
Sodom and Gomorrah, the sojourn in Egypt and the Exodus. However, of all the topics
to be given pictorial expression, few enjoyed a wider vogue than those concerning the
lands of Gog and Magog which are also displayed on Bianco’s map. In the north of Asia,
on a peninsula that stretches far out into the sea, are the words “Gog Magog chest
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Alexander gie ne roccon ecarleire de tribus iudeoron” [Gog and Magog of the Jewish tribes
whom Alexander enclosed in the rocks (mountains) ages ago]. Gog and Magog begin at
this time, following the trend established by the 12th century in popular exegesis, to be
confused on world maps with Jews, especially the Ten Lost Tribes. Noah’s Ark is shown
in Armenia and Mt. Sinai in Arabia.

Noah’s Ark on Andrea Bianco’s world map, 1436, (#241)
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World map by Giovanni Leardo, 1452-53,
American Geographical Society, Milwaukee University
(oriented with East at the top, #242)
In its orientation, with East and the Terrestrial Paradise at the top and with Jerusalem at
the center, the map follows the Christian tradition of the earlier Middle Ages, hence the
long axis of the Mediterranean runs vertically up the southern half of the disk. Other
features reflecting the religious or scriptural influence are Noah’s Ark resting on top of
Mt. Ararat, Mt. Sinai, the exaggerated length of the River Jordan and an inscription in
the far northeast referring to Gog and Magog.
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Detail: Black Sea, Noah’s Ark, Anatolia, Jerusalem, Babilonia
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The Catalan-Estense mappamundi, 1450 (#246)
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Detail: Catalan-Estense the Polo-like caravans, Caspian Sea and Sri Lanka, and in the upper leftcenter, east of the Armenian plateau where the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers are shown
originating, is Mount Ararat and Noah’s Ark perched on top.
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The so-called Genoese World Map, 1457. Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Florence, Portolano 1, by
Ministero per i Beni e le Attivita Culturali/Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze. #248

Detail showing the green-colored Mount Ararat and Noah’s Ark between the Black and Caspian
Seas, with the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers flowing south on the Genoese mappamundi, 1457
(#248)
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Copy of the Fra Mauro 1459 mappamundi by William Frazer: London and Venice, 1804
Manuscript on vellum: BL Add. MS 11267 (#249) oriented with South at the top
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Noah's Ark is shown in Turkey on Fra Mauro’s mappamundi. The drawing of the Ark appears
at the top of Mount Ararat. The biblical tradition that this was its last resting-place, was taken
up by Isidor: "in cuius montibus [Armeniae] arca post diluvium sedisse perhibetur"
(ISIDORUS, 14.3.35). (28, i 6)
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Zeitz mappamundi, 1470, 45.7 cm (44 cm wide and 57 cm high),
Stiftsbibliotek at Zeitz (Saxony), Germany (#251)
Oriented with South at the top
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Detail showing Mount Sinai, Noah’s Ark and the Tower
On sheet 3 of the 1516 Carta marina by Martin Waldseemüller, just west of the Caspian
(which is labeled Mare Abacuc...) there is a short legend that reads Arach mons super quam
requieuit Archa noe [Mount Ararat, upon which Noah’s Ark rested], above which there is
a small image of a ship on the mountains. Isidore, Etymologiae 14.3.35, Marco Polo, and
Pierre d’Ailly mention that Noah’s Ark can be found on some mountains in Armenia,
but they do not give the mountains’ name. There was a nautical chart tradition of
illustrating Noah’s ark on a pair of mountains together with a brief text identifying the
ship and the mountains, very much as we have on Waldseemüller’s Carta marina. The
earliest surviving nautical chart that has a representation of Noah’s Ark is that of
Angelino Dulcert of 1339, where the illustration is accompanied by the text Archa de Noe.
Mons Ararat in quo permansit Archa Noe post diluuium [Noah’s Ark. Mount Ararat on
which Noah’s Ark remained after the Flood]. Very similar texts appeared on later
luxury nautical charts including the Pizzigani chart of 1367, Catalan Atlas of 1375, Meci
Viladestes’s chart of 1413, the chart of Joan de Viladestes of 1428, and the Catalan-Estense
map of c. 1460; there is also an image of Noah’s Ark on an elaborately decorated chart
made by Grazioso Benincasa in 1482, but without the brief explanatory text (see below).
When the descriptive text does appear, it is quite similar to that on Waldseemüller’s
Carta marina. On nautical charts the Ark is represented either as a chest, in a curious
pyramidal shape, or as a building, whereas Waldseemüller’s image is distinctly a ship.
The illustrations of and texts about Noah’s Ark on nautical charts are surveyed by
Sandra Saenz-Lopez Perez, “Imagen y conocimiento del mundo en la Edad Media a
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traves de la cartografi! a Hispana,” Ph.D. Dissertation, Universidad Complutense de
Madrid, 2007, vol. 1, pp. 475–478.

Martin Waldseemüller’s 1516 Marta Marina (sheet 3)
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Detail of Noah’s Ark on Waldseemüller’s 1516 Marta Marina (sheet 3)
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1482 chart by Grazioso Benincasa

Noah’s Ark on the Benincasa chart
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Sebastian Münster has set Noah's Ark adrift in the Caspian Sea like some amphibious German
mountain inn, and notes that it came to rest in the Armenian mountains. Münster designed this
woodcut map for his 1540 edition of Ptolemy's Geographia. It shows the Caucasus-the bridge of
land, south of the Caucasus Mountains and between the Pont us Euxinus (the Black Sea) and the
Caspian Sea. The box lists the cities of Colchis, Iberia, Albania, and Armenia. Rome's 'Asia'
province, established in 126 B.C., stopped just west of the Caucasus. Even after Roman armies
chased Mithridates into Armenia 60 years later when the new empire was being consolidated, its
eastern boundary was set at the upper Euphrates.
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Striking 17th century portolan chart, hand-drawn on vellum by Messina. It shows the environs of
the Mediterranean basin, extending east to the Black Sea and the Nile River.
In the east, three specific places are represented: St. Catherine’s Monastery, Mount Calvary with
three crosses, and the Jordan River. St. Catherine’s Monastery lies at the foot Mt. Sinai and was
built in the sixth century CE. Today, it operates the oldest continuously-operating library in the
world and is one of the oldest working monasteries extant. Mount Cavalry, outside Jerusalem, is
where Jesus was crucified. The Jordan River is the river in which Jesus was baptized and over
which the Israelites entered the Promised Land.
The most unusual representation is located in Anatolia, in the eastern part of Asia Minor. Atop a
sharp brown peak is a precariously-balanced vessel. It is Noah's Ark at the top of Mount Ararat.
The famed ship is shown here with rigging and masts.
The distinctive ark is not the only detail that makes this particular example interesting for the
scholar and collector. For centuries prior to the production of this chart, most nautical charts
showed a rotation of about 9° counter-clockwise relative to the magnetic declination in the
Mediterranean. Although in the mid-seventeenth century some cartographers identified the shift
and indicated the true geographical route, the author of this chart chose to follow the traditional
pattern of rotation.
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Detail of Noah’s Ark in Anatolia displayed as a three-masted sailing vessel
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Samual Bochart's Geographia Sacra map from Thule to Taprobana, 1646
In the early modern period many scholars and cartographers gave serious attention to
sacred geography. Normally this would have meant the description of the Holy Land,
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but often, following a practice that goes back to late antiquity, sacred geography
explained the dispersion of peoples all over the globe. This is the main focus of the
Geographia Sacra (1646), a monument of erudition by Samuel Bochart (1599-1667). As a
young scholar Bochart wandered between Protestant capitals of learning, where he
studied theology and mastered the oriental languages. He then settled in Caen,
Normandy, as a pastor to the Huguenot community, and led there a life of preaching
and scholarship. Indeed, the Geographia Sacra emerged directly from Bochart's sermons
on Genesis and was based on his conviction that the Bible was the only credible source
about human prehistory, and that only a careful historical analysis could recover this
knowledge. This he did with great patience, and when the Geographia Sacra was finally
published, having overcome the hurdles mounted by the Catholic authorities, the
provincial pastor reached the summit of the Republic of Letters.
The first part of Bochart's work, 'Phaleg', is a close exposition of Genesis 10, the
chapter describing the progeny of Noah. Working with complex etymology - the study
of the origin of words, which in the period was valued as today we value DNA testing
- Bochart mapped out the geographical spread of Noah's descendants, from Spain in the
west to Persia in the east. Bochart also proved that pagan myths were in fact a corrupt
version of biblical truths. In 'Chanaan', the second part, Bochart turned to the only other
source that in his view could complement the Bible in the recovering of ancient
geography - Phoenician navigation. Having been expelled from Canaan by Joshua,
Phoenicians established colonies all over the Mediterranean and beyond. For Bochart
they therefore formed a crucial link between biblical and profane geography. To trace
this process Bochart had to work backwards from classical geography, using
philological hints in related languages, which could point to Phoenician and hence
Hebrew origins. His linguistic researches were summarized on this map of Phoenician
navigation 'from Thule to Taprobana', one of the few early modern maps to make
consistent use of Hebrew lettering.
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Yerevan (Amsterdam produced World Map), Mt. Ararat with the Ark of Noah, 1681
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A faint map of the eastern hemisphere on the diluvian earth, showing Noah's Ark resting on
Mount Ararat. The map appears in Thomas Burnet's speculative work of theology and geology,
The Sacred Theory of the Earth, Book I, "Concerning the Deluge, and the Dissolution of the
Earth." The ark is shown surrounded by angels; in Burnet's words, "we may . .. suppose the good
Angels to have look'd down upon this Ship of Noah's, and that not out of Curiosity, as idle
Spectators, but with a passionate Concern for its Safety and Deliverance. . .. We may entertain
our selves with the Consideration of the Face of the Deluge, and of the broken and drown'd Earth,
in the Scheme, with the floating Ark, and the guardian Angels." Burnet's work was first
published in Latin as Telluris Theoria Sacra, 1681/1689; the English edition first appeared in
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1684/1689

Detail of Noah’s Ark
Bearing the date of 1691 and measuring 4 x 12 feet (120 x 358 cm) this large map shown
below was made in Constantinople. According to Its legends, the map was made by the
order of the Italian Count Lodovico Ferdinando Marsili of Bologna, who then had It
translated Into German, and sent to Germany and the original was sent to storage in
Bologna University, where It was discovered 300 years later. After detailed study of the
map Gabriella Uluhogian trans1ated all the text, and the cartouche, of the map into
Italian, which appear in her scholarly work entitled An Antique Map of Armenia.
The map is drawn on vellum and has two large c:artouche colophon, specifying
the maker to be an Armenian scientist, musician, historian and physician named
Yeremia Chelebi K'eomunjean of Constantinople (1637-1695), His other work of
importance are The Four Hundred Year History of 'he Ottoman Empire and the History of
Constantinople.
In one of the cartcuches of the map he provides a detailed account of the person
ordering the map, and how together With his son they complied and drew the map,
providing on it the required Information. The map shows all the Armenian religious
centers, churches and monasteries located inside the Ottoman Empire, as well as In
historic Armenia, Artsakh [Karabagh] and some neighboring countries. Each toponym is
shown by a legend accompanied by a small cartouche of descriptive text. Some larger
monastic compound also have markings specifying the rank of their religious leaders,
The area covered is from Constantinople in the west to Artsakh [Karabagh] in the east
and Jerusalem in the south.
One of the details of the map is the miniature drawing of the Holy See of
Echmiadzin, where the head of the Armenian Apostolic Church, the Catholicos of all
Armenians is shown entertaining the Persian sardar (governor), who ruled the region.
The rather lengthy text written with red Ink below Echmiadzln read, as follows:
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The Only Begotten Son of God appeared to St Gregory the Illuminator of the
Armenians, who through a divine vision of light built this temple; he converted
the brave King Trdat to the true faith wherefore not only this see is called
apostolic because of the Holy Apostles, but also thanks to St Gregory it is called
the see of Christ where the Only begotten himself descended. Henceforth the
successors of St Gregory the Illuminator came to be called “catholicos”, that is, he
was given, by singular grace, the bestowal and removal of ecclesiastical ranks
amongst all Armenians, as also recounted by Agathangelos.

In the detail the twin peaks of Ararat can be seen, depicted sideways with the following
legend under the main peak.
Here rested Noah’s Ark where the mountain and the plain are named Ararat.
The most important churches of the Holy See of Echmiadzin, its main three-domed
cathedral and the two churches dedicated to the martyred virgins Hripisime and
Gayane, as well as the church of Shoghakat are depicted on the map. The above
mentioned hospitality scene can be seen in the midst of the churches. To the northeast of
this collective of churches stands the four-peaked Mount Aragatz, the second highest
mountain in present-day Armenia.

Keomurtjean;s map of the Armenian churches and monasteries, Constantinople, 1691

Detail of the region Between Mount Ararat and Mount Aragatz showing Noah’s Ark
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Carte de la Situation du Paradis Terrestre, Et des Pis Habitez par les Patriarches . . . , 1725
Detailed map of the Holy Land, centered on the Garden of Eden, with Noah’s Ark
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This map, which was prepared by Philippe Buache {170G-73), was printed in Paris in 1783. It is
entitled 'A General Map for Information about the History of the Saints', It refers to the biblical
lands, and in the accompanying text names Noah's descendants whose tribes inhabited these
lands. The Terrestrial Paradise, Eden, is depicted within Armenia, which also has Mount Ararat
with Noah's Ark resting on its summit. Lakes Van and Urmia are shown joined.
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Map of Armenia showing Echmiadzin and Mt. Ararat with the Ark of Noah on top (1828)
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The reason that I love maps and have made a life-long study of them is simply that,
aesthetically they continually fascinate me. Each map has a multitude of endless points
of fascination – the strange, often imaginary geography, the cultural history displayed,
the pure artistry. Maps have been drawn for thousands of years. And during that time,
the appearance of each map can very simply be attributed to one thing: the purpose for
drawing the map. No, not every map was drawn in order to simply provide directions,
or display some selected geographic content. Since they can never show everything
(natural or cultural), the map-maker, or cartographer as they came to be called, selected
their content based upon the purpose(s) behind the map. Those maps that have survived
through the centuries show clearly that the map-maker often had a very different
purpose than to simply display selected geographic elements. The type and amount of
these non-geographic elements varied widely and while some may be considered purely
ornamental decoration, often times they had another more significant reason to be
incorporated. Many of these non-geographic elements were placed on maps to satisfy
the patron of the map, while others were placed there to provide additional educational
value to the potential audience. Some examples include the very decorative
“cartouches” that contained the title or textual descriptions; the placement of historical
and/or religious events; cities or settlements; or the rendering of ships, exotic animals
and indigenous people or even sea monsters. It must be noted that during any period of
map making there are those surviving examples that contain no “decorative” or nongeographic elements because, again, it depended on the purpose of the map as
determined by its maker.
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Referenced Monographs (www.myoldmaps.com):
205 Isidore of Seville, 1130
210 Cottoniana or Anglo-Saxon map, 995
220.3 Vercelli mappamundi, 1200
223 Psalter mappamundi, 1225-1265
224 Ebsorf mappamundi, 1234
228 Vesconte’s mappamundi, 1320
232 Ranulf Higden’s mappamundi, 1342
235 Catalan Atlas, 1375
237 the Borgia mappamundi, 140-1458
240.2 1413 portolan chart by Mecia de Viladestes. 1413
241 Andrea Bianco’s mappamundi, 1436
242 Giovanni Leardo’s mappamundi, 1452-3
246 Catalan-Estense mappamundi, 1450
249 Fra Mauro mappamundi, 1459
251 Zeitz mappamundi, 1470
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Mount Ararat and Yerevan the capital in the modern Republic of Armenia
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